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1.1 Background of the Organization 
 

Ajker Patrika is a prominent media house in Bangladesh with print Newspapers, Digital 

portals, and Multimedia. The journey of this Bengali language national daily started from 

June 27, 2021. 

 

The main objective of the country's leading news media is to serve objective journalism 

and relevant content in print and digital media as well as multimedia. Keeping in front of 

this slogan 'local daily of the whole country', they are presenting all the news from all 

corners of Bangladesh through news workers located in all the districts and most of the 

upazilas of the country. Ajker Patrika is now the third among all newspapers in the country 

in terms of circulation. 

 

Ajker Patrika is moving forward with the tireless efforts of a group of young and energetic 

journalists. The entire team is led by media veterans who have years of accumulated 

knowledge and experience in the field. Editor of Ajker Patrika Prof. Dr. Md. Golam 

Rahman is a leading educationist, media researcher and communication expert of 

Bangladesh. He served as Chief Information Commissioner of Bangladesh Government 

Information Commission. He was also the Chairman of Bangladesh News Agency (BASS). 

Apart from this, he also served as the Chairman of the Department of Mass Communication 

and Journalism of Dhaka University. Under the auspices of the US-Bangla Group, Ajker 

patrika is being published from printing houses located in Dhaka and Bogra. 
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1.1A ORGANOGRAM 
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1.2 What is internship? 
 

Internship is an apprenticeship period spent alongside education or before entering the 

workplace to gain practical knowledge of the job. Most of the time students get an 

internship after graduation. Internships create a temporary employment opportunity. 

Internships can be either paid or unpaid. A good internship is just as important for entering 

the future workplace as it is for higher education. Students can gain practical insight into 

the corporate culture and day-to-day activities of business sectors through internships. 

A student gets practical experience in the real work environment through internships which 

helps them to make permanent career decisions later in life. The duration of the internship 

can be from three months to one year. It can easily prove to the company that the new job 

aspirants are competent. 
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1.2A Why internship is important 
 

A classroom is essential for philosophy, as it is true that there are certain things without 

which practical learning cannot take place. It should be remembered that student life and 

working life are not the same. A fresher usually doesn't know much about the corporate 

culture, and many are even quite apprehensive about the corporate world. This is why an 

internship is needed. To understand how to work in an organization and how to apply the 

subject knowledge acquired. The greatest aspect of an internship is that it makes a candidate 

job-ready before entering the job. Gets a basic idea of the day-to-day workings of an office, 

meetings, how to set priorities or tactfully communicate, and how to make sales efforts; So 

that you don't suffer initial shock while getting a job or getting a job in the future. And this 

internship plays a big role in my career. Moreover, when one goes to work in an 

organization, a network is formed there, which helps him to some extent to get a job. 

Considering all these things, an internship fresher is ahead. 

 

Journalism and mass communication is one field where only academic results are required. 

Field experience is also a must. A journalist as a student in this department 

How to collect news, conduct an interview, collate information, and write it in a formal 

polished manner is learned during this apprenticeship. 

That's why internships are so important before a journalism and mass communication 

student enters the job market. 
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1.3 Background of my internship 

 
Recently Ajker Patrika is gaining a good reputation among the media houses of the country. 

The print, online, and multimedia divisions of this Bengali-language newspaper have 

earned a reputation for promoting objective journalism as well as diverse and tasteful 

content as opposed to conventional work. Even before enrolling in journalism, when I 

thought of myself as a sports journalist, I had the desire to work in any of the reputed media 

outlets of the country. Ajker Patrika is standing tall above the pandemic Corona. If we talk 

about the reasons for interning in this newspaper, the sports page of this newspaper comes 

first. Where Rana Abbas, one of the true journalists of the country, is serving as the head 

of sports. When I heard that Ajker Patrika was hiring people in the sports department in 

multimedia journalism, then without delay, I applied as an apprentice to the multimedia 

department of this prestigious newspaper in the country. Since then, until these three 

months have passed, I have improved myself several times by acquiring different types of 

experience and various types of knowledge. 
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1.4 About my Supervisor 
 

I completed my internship under Sardar Ronie. He was my supervisor in Ajker 

Patrika. Sardar Ronie is working as the coordinator of the multimedia section of 

Ajker Patrika. He has completed both Bachelor's and Master’s in Mass 

Communication and Journalism from Dhaka University. In 2011, he entered 

journalism from "New Age". In 2014, he changed his job and was appointed as an 

Online Journalist at The Daily Star. After that, he started working as Senior 

Journalist in BBC Bangla from 2017. From March 2022 till now, he has been 

working as the multimedia department coordinator of Ajker Patrika. 
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1.5 Duration of the internship 

 
 

My internship period was from 1st July 2023 to 30th September this year. I have completed 

the mandatory completion of 10 weeks of the internship period. I was present at the desk 

or on assignment 6 days a week, with the remaining one day off. 

 

Assignments had to be made at any time even outside the roster created by "Ajker Patrika". 

I had to do duty in 2 shifts of the office 
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2.1 Weekly Diary 

 

Week 1: 01 July, 2023 – 07 July, 2023 

 

• In the first week of the internship, I first got to know the office colleagues and 

the supervisor. 

• 2022 FIFA World Cup winning goalkeeper Emiliano Martinez came to visit 

Dhaka and this is my first internship assignment. We made a report about the 

world-winning goalkeeper's visit to Dhaka. 

• I did another report about Afghanistan coming to Dhaka to play a series with 

Bangladesh before the World Cup. 

• Nazmul Hasan Papon's press conference about Tamim's retirement during the 

Afghanistan series was live and reported several times on this whole issue. 

 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 বাাংলাদেদে এদেও ভক্তদের ধরাদ াোঁ য়ার বাইদরই ছ দলন 

আদজে ন্টাইন বাজপাছি 

 

PKG https://fb.watch/pfuOpc

7y-k/ 

 

2 ছবশ্বকাদপর আদে টাইোরদের আফোন পরীক্ষা PKG https://fb.watch/pftKAT

oI6e/ 

 

3 তাছিদির অবের ছনদয় োংবাে েদেলদন পাপন Live https://fb.watch/pfZd_G

VT9C/ 

4 তাছিি ইকবাদলর অবের ঘ াষণার কারণ জাদনন না ছবছেছব প্রধান 

পাপন 

PKG https://fb.watch/pfZ7035

YZw/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pfuOpc7y-k/
https://fb.watch/pfuOpc7y-k/
https://fb.watch/pftKAToI6e/
https://fb.watch/pftKAToI6e/
https://fb.watch/pfZd_GVT9C/
https://fb.watch/pfZd_GVT9C/
https://fb.watch/pfZ7035YZw/
https://fb.watch/pfZ7035YZw/
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Week 2: 08 July, 2023 – 14 July, 2023 

 

• At the beginning of the second week, India came to play the ODI and T20 

series in Bangladesh. I have done several reports about the win and loss of 

Bangladesh in this series 

• On the one hand, Shakib Mushfiqur's Afghanistan series, on the other hand, 

Jyoti's India series. Where the boys lost the series even if they were white, 

Jyoti has made a constructive report about this incident. 

• After the cricketer missed the lesson, he looked at football. Bangladesh faced 

Nepal but head coach Chhotan left the responsibility of the women's team 

before that match. I have also covered this Bangladesh vs Nepal women team 

match 

 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 ভারদতর ছবপদক্ষ টি-দটাদয়ছন্টদত িুদিািুছি বাাংলাদেে 

নারী ছিদকট েল কতটা প্রস্তুত? 

PKG https://fb.watch/pfvRLgZIaZ/ 

2 ছিরপুদর প্রথি টি-২০ ঘত ভারদতর কাদ  ৭ উইদকদট 

হারদলা বাাংলাদেদের নারীরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pfw0zIijRL/ 

3 টি-দটাদয়ছন্ট ছিদকট: ভারদতর ছবপদক্ষ ছেছরদজ 

ছফরদত িছরয়া বাাংলাদেদের নারীরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pfXygJB8uq/ 

4 টাইোররা ধবলদধালাই এড়াদলও ছেছরজ হারল 

ঘজযাছতরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pfxDZfk_DN/ 

5 অছভিানী ঘ াটনদক  াড়া িযাচ ঘিলদত ঘনদি ড্র 

কদরদ ন োনছজোরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pfZGnSGVG4/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pfvRLgZIaZ/
https://fb.watch/pfw0zIijRL/
https://fb.watch/pfXygJB8uq/
https://fb.watch/pfxDZfk_DN/
https://fb.watch/pfZGnSGVG4/
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Week 3: 15 July, 2023 – 21 July, 2023 

 

• As there was no match in the third week, I used to travel to Mirpur Sher-E-

Bangla Cricket Stadium for office tests and assignments. And from there 

different angles had to be taken out and reported. 

• Cricketer Tawhid Hridoy spoke to the media after the Afghanistan series and 

created several contents on that topic. 

• Mahmudullah Riyad, who was busy training in Mirpur, was suddenly left out 

of the team on rest. The preparation which was basically being in the World 

Cup squad also reported on it. 

• In the second ODI at home and Bangladesh women lost, I covered that match 

also sitting on the field. 

• Due to the assignment in Bangladesh Cricket Board, I reported on the Asia 

Cup plan of the Cricket Board Directors 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 টি-২০ ছিদকট: আফোন পরীক্ষায় েদে চার ঘপল 

বাাংলাদেে 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgM_xhZ0ep/ 

 

2 ভারদতর ছবপদক্ষ ওয়ানদেদত বাাংলাদেদের 

নারীদের ঐছতহাছেক জদয়র ঘনপদথয ছিছন 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgN3G6ZWsP/ 

 

3 টাইোরদের প্রাণভ্রিরা হদয় উঠদ ন তাওহীে হৃেয় PKG  https://fb.watch/pgO0LUebZ8/ 

 

4 িাহিুেউল্লাহ ছরয়াে হঠাৎ অনুেীলদন, ছবশ্বকাদপর 

আদে কী বাতে া ছেদেন? 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgO8v6jAKH/ 

 

5 ছিরপুদর ভারদতর ছবপদক্ষ ছিতীয় িযাদচ হারদলন 

বাাংলাদেদের নারীরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgOcSjAO0-/ 

 

6 এছেয়া কাপ ছনদয় কী পছরকল্পনা বাাংলাদেে েদলর, 

জাছনদয়দ ন ছবছেছব পছরচালক 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgOn1axlxo/ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgM_xhZ0ep/
https://fb.watch/pgN3G6ZWsP/
https://fb.watch/pgO0LUebZ8/
https://fb.watch/pgO8v6jAKH/
https://fb.watch/pgOcSjAO0-/
https://fb.watch/pgOn1axlxo/
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Week 4: 22 July, 2023 – 28 July, 2023 

 

• Nazmul Hasan Papon (MP) announced the bonus at Hotel Sonargaon in 

Dhaka after the Bangladesh women's cricket team drew the series with the 

Indian women. Covered this event. 

• Former Pakistani cricketer Amir sought citizenship of England. At the same 

time, Mushfiq and Taskin were busy playing in Jim Afro T-Ten League. 

• Meanwhile, the Tiger cricketers are sweating it out in Mirpur as the Asia Cup 

and the World Cup draw very close. 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 ভারদতর েদে ছেছরজ ড্র করায় ঘিদয়দের ঘবানাে 

ছেদত টিি ঘহাদটদল পাপন 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgOsE_fJhE/ 

2 ভারদতর ছবরুদে অোধারণ ঘিলায় ঘি পুরস্কার ঘপল 

ঘজযাছতরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgOz3ERWCE/ 

 

3 পাছকস্তান ঘ দড় ঘকন ইাংলযাদের নােছরকত্ব চান 

আছির? 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgOCybUyLM/ 

 

4 িুেছফক ও তােছকন জুয়ার ছবজ্ঞাপন ঘেদক রািার 

ছেোন্ত ছনদয়দ ন ঘি কারদণ 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgOEJ0L5MU/ 

 

5 এছেয়া ও ছবশ্বকাপ:  াি ঝরাদনার ছেদন জুছনয়র 

টাইোরদের কী পরািেে ছেদলন োন্ত 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgONVcE1l7/ 

 

6 ইনজুছর আিান্ত তাছিি ছক তদব টিদক িাদেন 

ছবশ্বকাপ ঘস্কায়াদে? 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgOUYkiP_0/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgOsE_fJhE/
https://fb.watch/pgOz3ERWCE/
https://fb.watch/pgOCybUyLM/
https://fb.watch/pgOEJ0L5MU/
https://fb.watch/pgONVcE1l7/
https://fb.watch/pgOUYkiP_0/
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Week 5: 29 July, 2023 – 04 August, 2023 

 

• Taskin Ahmed returned to Dhaka after completing Gym Afro T Ten. I went 

to the airport to cover this assignment. 

• Given the Asia Cup and the World Cup, I did several reports and live on why 

the Bangladesh team started Mirpur conditioning. 

• During the conditioning camp, the then ODI captain of the Bangladesh cricket 

team, Tamim Iqbal, is serving as the captain in the Asia Cup. I went to 

President Nazmul Hasan Papon's house in Gulshan and did a live package 

report on this matter. 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 অদনদকই ছজদজ্ঞে কদরদ ন, ‘আছি ছলে ঘিলার জনয 

ছি আছ  ছক না!’–তােছকন আহদিে 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgO_-267x_/ 

2 এছেয়া কাপ ও ছবশ্বকাপদক োিদন ঘরদি ছিরপুদর 

চলদ  বাাংলাদেদের কছেেছনাং কযাম্প 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgP4xHndmj/ 

 

3 এছেয়া ও ছবশ্বকাপ: শুরু হদয় ঘেল বাাংলাদেে েদলর 

কছেেছনাং কযাম্প 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgPfYtyuXu/ 

 

4 এছেয়া কাপ ও ছবশ্বকাপ: বৃছি আটকাদত পারল না 

ছফটদনে পরীক্ষার প্রস্তুছত 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgPm8JvT01/ 

 

5 তাছিি ছক অছধনায়ক ছহদেদব থাকদবন, জানাদেন 

পাপন 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgPrLlp3H-/ 

 

6 তাছিি ছক অছধনায়ক ছহদেদব থাকদবন, জানাদেন 

পাপন 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgPu85q9ZG/ 

 

7 োছকবই ছক তদব নতুন অছধনায়ক নাছক ছলটদন ভরো? PKG https://fb.watch/pgPBzKjoKy/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgO_-267x_/
https://fb.watch/pgP4xHndmj/
https://fb.watch/pgPfYtyuXu/
https://fb.watch/pgPm8JvT01/
https://fb.watch/pgPrLlp3H-/
https://fb.watch/pgPu85q9ZG/
https://fb.watch/pgPBzKjoKy/
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Week 6: 05 August, 2023 – 11 August, 2023 

 

• The Cricket World Cup trophy came to Bangladesh as part of the trophy tour. 

This dream World Cup trophy started from Padma Bridge to Mirpur Cricket 

and Bashundhara City Shopping Complex was opened for the public. I have 

made several live and package reports on this issue. 

• On the other hand, the captain could not decide even after an emergency 

meeting, so I prepared a live and package report on this matter 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 স্বদের ছবশ্বকাপ ট্রছফ এিন পদ্মা ঘেতুদত LIVE https://fb.watch/pgPH9dXLJG/ 

2 পদ্মা ঘেতুদত স্বদের ছবশ্বকাপ ট্রছফ LIVE https://fb.watch/pgPJ-SECec/ 

3 িহাকাে ঘথদক স্বদের ছবশ্বকাপ ট্রছফ এিন পদ্মা ঘেতুদত PKG https://fb.watch/pgPLs_rITK/ 

4 িহাকাে ঘথদক স্বদের ছবশ্বকাপ ট্রছফ পদ্মা ঘেতুদত PKG https://fb.watch/pgPOzNk_Fp/ 

5 ছবশ্বকাপ ট্রছফ এিন ঘহাি অফ ছিদকট ছিরপুদর LIVE https://fb.watch/pgRq5oJjzz/ 

6 জরুছর েভাদতও অছধনায়ক ঠিক করদত পাদরছন ছবছেছব LIVE https://fb.watch/pgRtJ9T-r7/ 

7 জরুছর েভায়ও অছধনায়ক ঠিক করদত পাদরছন ছবছেছব PKG https://fb.watch/pgRvPWz4Sh/ 

8 োধারণ েেেক ঘিিাদন ঘেিদ ন ছবশ্বকাপ ট্রছফ LIVE  https://fb.watch/pgRC2G6qGr/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgPH9dXLJG/
https://fb.watch/pgPJ-SECec/
https://fb.watch/pgPLs_rITK/
https://fb.watch/pgPOzNk_Fp/
https://fb.watch/pgRq5oJjzz/
https://fb.watch/pgRtJ9T-r7/
https://fb.watch/pgRvPWz4Sh/
https://fb.watch/pgRC2G6qGr/
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Week 7: 12 August, 2023 – 18 August, 2023 

 

• As the Asia Cup is approaching, the team of the Asia Cup was announced. 

Mahmudullah Riyad was left out of the team and Tamim Jr. was the new 

surprise. 

• Mushfiqur Rahim was injured in practice on the same day. Khaled Mahmud 

Sujan spoke. 

• As Mahmudullah Riyad was dropped from the Asia Cup team, supporters' 

groups protested in the capital Dhaka as well as human chain programs. 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 এছেয়া কাদপর েল ঘ াষণা, কারা থাকদ  এই েদল LIVE https://fb.watch/pgRME98Ys2/ 

2 এছেয়া কাদপর েল ঘথদক বাে পড়দলন িাহিুদুল্লাহ, চিক তাছিি 

জুছনয়র... 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgROR9nHp2/ 

3 অনুেীলদন আ াত ঘপদয় বদে পড়দলন িুেছফক PKG https://fb.watch/pgRSe71CHy/ 

4 আছি ঘতা িাঠ ঘথদক ছবোয় ছনদয়ছ , েবারই ঘবাঝা উছচত কিন 

থািদত হদব: েুজন 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgRUuiLodS/ 

5 ছরয়াে ছনদজর ঘিােযতায় ছফদর আেুক: েুজন PKG https://fb.watch/pgRYj6WUfw/ 

6 োছকব-িুেছফকদক ঘকন ৫-৬ নম্বর পছজেদন ঘেিদত চান েুজন PKG https://fb.watch/pgR_U1IGhi/ 

7 এছেয়া কাপ ও ছবশ্বকাপ ঘস্কায়াদে িাহিুদুল্লাহ ছরয়ােদক 

অন্তভুে ছক্তর োছবদত িানববন্ধন 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgS1-zudMN/ 

 

8 িাহিুেউল্লাহদক এছেয়া কাপ ও ছবশ্বকাদপ অন্তভুে ছক্তর োছবদত 

রাস্তায় ভক্ত-েিথেদকরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgS3WMoyVb/ 

 

9 তাছিি ইকবাদলর ছবকল্প হদয় উঠদত পারদবন তানছজে হাোন 

তাছিি? 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgS5oBkwcO/ 

 

10 েরজা বন্ধ কদর এই কয়ছেদন হাথুরু কী ঘেিাদলন তাছিি-

তােছকনদের। 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgS9l7kIpC/ 

 

11 িাহিুেউল্লাহ ছরয়াে ইেুযদত তানভীর টিটু—িার শুরু আদ  তার 

ঘেষ আদ  

PKG https://fb.watch/pgSdRoGBXC/ 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgRME98Ys2/
https://fb.watch/pgROR9nHp2/
https://fb.watch/pgRSe71CHy/
https://fb.watch/pgRUuiLodS/
https://fb.watch/pgRYj6WUfw/
https://fb.watch/pgR_U1IGhi/
https://fb.watch/pgS1-zudMN/
https://fb.watch/pgS3WMoyVb/
https://fb.watch/pgS5oBkwcO/
https://fb.watch/pgS9l7kIpC/
https://fb.watch/pgSdRoGBXC/
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Week 8: 19 August, 2023 – 25 August, 2023 

 

• Fans called BCB conspirators for not keeping Mahmudullah Riyad in the 

team, on the other hand, according to BCB, fans are very emotional. 

• Got a chance to cover the practice for 15 minutes in the closed-door practice 

session at Mirpur 

• I had a special interview with the former cricketer of the Bangladesh cricket 

team, the heroic freedom fighter Rakibul Hasan. 

• I covered Shakib Al Hasan and coach Haturu Singh's press conference ahead 

of the Asia Cup 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 িাহিুেউল্লাহ ছরয়াে: ছবছেছবর িদত, েিথেদকরা 

আদবছে, ভক্তরা বলদ ন ছবছেছব ষড়িন্ত্রকারী 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgSiPAY_tP/ 

2 ছবশ্বকাদপর ট্রছফ ছনদয় ধূম্রজাল, পছরষ্কার করল 

আইছেছে 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgSmd7g8Kf/ 

3 ওয়ানদে ছবশ্বকাপ: ছবদেষ কযাদম্পও নড়বদড় 

ঘেৌিয েরকার 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgSqYvDv9h/ 

4 েী ে ছেন পদর ঘেদে ছফদর কী জানাদলন োছকব PKG https://fb.watch/pgSunYq_7I/ 

 

5 বযস্ততার িাদঝও ছনদজদক ছফট রািাই চযাদলঞ্জ- 

োছকব আল হাোন 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgSwUml4I7/ 

 

6 অনুেীলদনর পাোপাছে ভক্তদের আবোর 

ঘিটাদত বযস্ত ঘেৌিয, ছরয়ােরা 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgSA1xdq_k/ 

 

7 এছেয়া ও ছবশ্বকাপ: িাঞ্চাইছজ ছলদের অছভজ্ঞতা 

কতটা কাদজ লাোদত পারদব বাাংলাদেে? 

INTERVEW https://fb.watch/pgSGdAInTL/ 

 

8 আিাদের িধয ঘথদকই ঘহে ঘকাদচর 

অযাছেস্ট্যান্ট ঘকাচ বানাদত হদব 

INTERVEW https://fb.watch/pgSHFzrqrf/ 

 

9 এছেয়া কাপ ২০২৩: এিনই ছবশ্বকাদপর ছচন্তা 

করদ ন না োছকব আল হাোন 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgSMXhL4jM/ 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgSiPAY_tP/
https://fb.watch/pgSmd7g8Kf/
https://fb.watch/pgSqYvDv9h/
https://fb.watch/pgSunYq_7I/
https://fb.watch/pgSwUml4I7/
https://fb.watch/pgSA1xdq_k/
https://fb.watch/pgSGdAInTL/
https://fb.watch/pgSHFzrqrf/
https://fb.watch/pgSMXhL4jM/
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Week 9: 26 August, 2023 – 02 September, 2023 

 

• Bangladesh team flew to Sri Lanka to play the Asia Cup. I did several live at 

the airport. I did a package report on the fact that Liton Das could not leave 

the country with the team that day due to fever. Enamul Haque Bijay's 

fortunes were opened by Liton. 

• I started live score updates on Asia Cup today's newspaper Facebook and 

YouTube. Which started the journey by holding my hand for the first time 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 এছেয়া কাপ ঘিলদত শ্রীলঙ্কার উদেদেয ঘেে  াড়দ  বাাংলাদেে 

েল 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgSPpN7_7G/ 

2 এছেয়া কাদপ ছভন্ন ছক ু উপহার ছেদত শ্রীলঙ্কায় িাদে বাাংলাদেে LIVE https://fb.watch/pgSVTZ3SQx/ 

3 ছলটদনর জ্বদর কতটা নড়বদড় বাাংলাদেদের ওদপছনাং PKG https://fb.watch/pgSZlKXcni/ 

4 এছেয়া কাপ: ছ দলন না ছবদেষ কযাদম্পও, তবু শ্রীলঙ্কায় োক 

পড়ল এনািুল হক ছবজদয়র 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgT2Fzp9sD/ 

5 এছেয়া কাপ ২০২৩: বাাংলাদেে বনাি শ্রীলঙ্কা - লাইভ ঘস্কার 

#BANvSL 

LIVE 

SCORE 

https://fb.watch/pgT9xZi9dV/ 

 

6 এছেয়া কাপ ২০২৩: বাাংলাদেে বনাি শ্রীলঙ্কা - লাইভ ঘস্কার 

#BANvSL 

LIVE 

SCORE 

https://fb.watch/pgTbR6gTlY/ 

7 এছেয়া কাপ: ভারত বনাি পাছকস্তান - লাইভ ঘস্কার #PAKvIND 

#INDvPAK 

LIVE 

SCORE 

https://fb.watch/pgTicrQOGs/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgSPpN7_7G/
https://fb.watch/pgSVTZ3SQx/
https://fb.watch/pgSZlKXcni/
https://fb.watch/pgT2Fzp9sD/
https://fb.watch/pgT9xZi9dV/
https://fb.watch/pgTbR6gTlY/
https://fb.watch/pgTicrQOGs/
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Week 10: 03 September, 2023 – 09 September, 2023 

 

• This week also I managed the live score of two matches Bangladesh vs 

Pakistan and Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka. 

• I made a report on Shoaib Akhtar's social media post as the India Pakistan 

match was washed away by rain. I also made a package report about footballer 

Lionel Messi buying a new house. 

• I made a report on Tajim Shakib's embarrassing post that created a stir on 

social media 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 এছেয়া কাপ ২০২৩: বাাংলাদেে বনাি পাছকস্তান - লাইভ 

ঘস্কার #BANvPAK 

LIVE 

SCORE 

https://fb.watch/pgTuO9Y5ZB/ 

 

2 এছেয়া কাপ ২০২৩: বাাংলাদেে বনাি শ্রীলঙ্কা লাইভ 

ঘস্কার আপদেট #BANvSL 

LIVE 

SCORE 

https://fb.watch/pgTAKRaggV/ 

3 ভারত পাছকস্তান িযাচ বাঞ্চাদল বৃছি প্রাথেনা কদরছ দলন 

ঘোদয়ব আিতার 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgTLni8zHn/ 

4 স্ত্রী-েন্তান ছনদয় নতুন বাছড়র ঘিাোঁ দজ ঘনদিছ ল ছলও ঘিছে PKG https://fb.watch/pgTNISTtzY/ 

 

5 নারী ছবদিষী ঘপাদস্ট্র জনয তানছজি োছকবদক েতকে  

করদলা ছবছেছব  

PKG https://fb.watch/pgTUyN1ScR/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgTuO9Y5ZB/
https://fb.watch/pgTAKRaggV/
https://fb.watch/pgTLni8zHn/
https://fb.watch/pgTNISTtzY/
https://fb.watch/pgTUyN1ScR/
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Week 11: 10 September, 2023 – 16 September, 2023 

 

• In the 11th week of the internship, I covered the ODI series between 

Bangladesh vs New Zealand for the whole week. Where multiple live side-

by-side reports were made and this was the first time in my career to cover an 

international series of men's cricket. 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 বাাংলাদেে বনাি ছনউছজলযােঃ ছিরপুদর অনুেীলদন 

ছনউছজলযাে েল 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgTYZKvGWL/ 

 

2 ছিরপুদর বাাংলাদেদের প্রাকটিদে ঝুি বৃছি LIVE https://fb.watch/pgT-Egxcut/ 

3 ছবশ্বকাদপর আদে ‘পরীক্ষা-ছনরীক্ষার’ এক ছেছরজ PKG https://fb.watch/pgU2jvzPxf/ 

4 বাাংলাদেে বনাি ছনউছজলযাে প্রথি ওয়ানদেদত েেেক িরা LIVE https://fb.watch/pgU4R_0ZPH/ 

5 বাাংলাদেে বনাি ছনউছজলযাে: বৃছি বাধা উদপক্ষা কদর 

েেেকদের ছভড় 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgU6KULGkf/ 

6 ঘেষ হদব ঘতা বাাংলাদেে বনাি ছনউছজলযাে িযাচ? LIVE https://fb.watch/pgU8H45GmK/ 

7 বৃছি উদপক্ষা কদর বাাংলাদেদের ঘিলা ঘেিদত েেেকদের 

ছভড়! 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgU9TGtgLR/ 

8 বৃছিদত ঘভদস্ত ঘেল বাাংলাদেে বনাি ছনউছজলযাে এর প্রথি 

ওয়ানদে 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUdkfCvra/ 

 

9 বাাংলাদেে বনাি ছনউছজলযাে ছিতীয় ওয়ানদের আদে েেেক 

েূনয টিদকট কাউন্টার 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUfnY7BL8/ 

 

10 বাাংলাদেে বনাি ছনউছজলযাে: বৃছির ঘচাি রাঙাছন উদপক্ষা 

কদর ফলাফল আেদবদতা? 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUiEL9_yD/ 

 

11 িুছড় িুড়ছকর িত উইদকট হাছরদয় িাদের ছকনারায় 

বাাংলাদেে 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUpqzdr2u/ 

12 ঘেই তাছিি-িাহিুেউল্লাহ িা ঘেিাদলন, বাছকরা ছ ল িাওয়া 

আোর িদধয 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUrxk2PfX/ 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgTYZKvGWL/
https://fb.watch/pgT-Egxcut/
https://fb.watch/pgU2jvzPxf/
https://fb.watch/pgU4R_0ZPH/
https://fb.watch/pgU6KULGkf/
https://fb.watch/pgU8H45GmK/
https://fb.watch/pgU9TGtgLR/
https://fb.watch/pgUdkfCvra/
https://fb.watch/pgUfnY7BL8/
https://fb.watch/pgUiEL9_yD/
https://fb.watch/pgUpqzdr2u/
https://fb.watch/pgUrxk2PfX/
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Week 12: 17 September, 2023 – 23 September, 2023 

 

• The BPL player draft is held after the New Zealand series. I covered this entire 

event at Hotel Radisson Blu. 

• After this, a discussed incident of Bangladesh cricket happened, Bangladesh's 

World Cup team was announced without Tamim Iqbal, but Mahmudullah 

Riyad was in the team. Bangladesh cricket team leaves the country without 

Tamim Iqbal. I did multiple live and packages at the airport that day. 

 

 

 

No Title of News  Type Link 

1 চলদ  ছবছপএদলর ঘেয়ার ড্রাফট, ঘকান ঘিদলায়াড় 

পাদে ঘকান েল 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUtcO1oXZ/ 

2 কছফ ঘিদত ছেদয়ই ফরচুন বছরোদল নাি 

ছলছিদয়ছ দলন তাছিি 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgUxjW96V3/ 

 

3 িতটুকু ঘচদয়ছ লাি তার কা াকাছ  ঘিদত ঘপদরছ : 

নাজিুল োন্ত 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgUyXssbDw/ 

4 তারকায় ঠাো েল েদড়দ  বছরোল, ছনদজদের 

চাওয়া অনুিায়ী ঘিদলায়াড় ঘপদয় িুছে ছিরাজ 

PKG https://fb.watch/pgUAKTM9eP/ 

 

5 তাছিি ইকবালদক  াড়াই ঘ াষণা হদলা ছবশ্বকাপ 

ঘস্কায়াে েদল আদ ন িাহিুদুল্লাহ ছরয়াে। 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUDh-2uLA/ 

6 তাছিি  াড়াই ছবশ্বকাপ ছিেদন োছকব-িুেছফকরা 

 

LIVE https://fb.watch/pgUGtdbDVB/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fb.watch/pgUtcO1oXZ/
https://fb.watch/pgUxjW96V3/
https://fb.watch/pgUyXssbDw/
https://fb.watch/pgUAKTM9eP/
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CHAPTER THREE 

LEARNING AND EXPERIENCE 
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3.1 Knowledge gathering/ learning 

 

During my internship at Ajker Patrika, I did a variety of tasks. Here I got assigned 

as Junior Multimedia Sports Reporter. So, I was involved in various types of work. 

These are: 

 

• I had to do sports related assignments every day. 

• Had to go to the office with specific mobile and sound device for assignments. 

• Had to work at the desk if there was no outdoor assignment. 

• Many desk days, table maid content had to be written. 

• If the game was played at night or if the Bangladesh team returned home late 

at night, they had to do late night duty. 

 

 

What I learned during this time: 

 

Time Management: Time management is very important for any profession. Only 

when we enter professional life can we realize the true value of time. A mass media 

always has to manage with time, now every second is precious. I have learned in 

these three months how important timing is. 

Report Writing: I already had a fairly good understanding of report writing. But 

that is from university teachers. But Ajker Patrika made me more. There has been a 

slight change in sports journalism in the present time, so there has been a change in 

the writing and presentation of reports in keeping with the times. 

Commentary: Live score updates and commentary were a special feature of Ajker 

Patrika on the occasion of the 2023 Cricket World Cup. And here is where I end this 

chapter. So far, I have commented about 10 international matches on Facebook and 

YouTube channels of today's newspaper. 

Professionalism: During the internship, I never compromised on professionalism. 

Without hesitation I discuss my learning objectives with my colleagues. They are 

very helpful. Here I can talk about my personal matters and other matters not related 

to office hours. 
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3.2 Tools and technologies used 

 

 

I was associated with the multimedia team of "Ajker patrika". Because of that I had 

to rely on mobile devices and Boya and Road microphones. Cameras were provided 

with cameras to cover big events. 

Boya Company has microphones in the office studio to provide voice overs. 
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3.3 Special experience 

 

 

During my internship at Ajker Patrika, I had some very special experiences. 

 

• In the first assignment of his career, there was an opportunity to cover 

the visit of World Cup goalkeeper Argentina footballer Emiliano 

Martinez to Dhaka. 

• Tamim Iqbal's retirement is the most talked about incident in the 

country's cricket. There was also an opportunity to cover the fans' 

movement to get Mahmudullah Riyad back into the team. 

• The dream cricket world cup came to the country. That trophy went 

again to the Padma bridge of the Bengali dream. Had the pleasure of 

covering this as well. 

• During my internship I covered several international series recognized 

by ICC. 

• Had the privilege of interviewing former cricketer and freedom fighter 

Rakibul Hasan along with Habibul Basar Sumon and Md Ashraful. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

EVALUATION OF LEARNING 
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4.1 Academic learning and practical work 

 

There is a big difference between practical knowledge and academic knowledge. 

The things we always try to learn in university life are theoretical things. There are 

not enough opportunities to work in the field/outdoors. In academic life we have 

always tried to do soft news or features. The university did not allow us to cover 

hard news/daily events. But coming to work life now all kinds of news have to be 

covered. 

 

I didn’t realize the value of time. But in these past10 weeks of internship, I had to 

be quite serious and careful about time. When we were at university, we didn't have 

to worry too much about late submission of an assignment. But the assignment has 

to be submitted within a very short period of time. Even multiple assignments have 

to be covered in a day. 

 

There is no way to think that academic knowledge is not useful in practical life. The 

inverted pyramid and 5W1H that we learned in university made our work life easier. 
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4.2 Expectation and outcome 

 

I feel that my internship period will help me further in my future life. In this short 

period of time, I have learned a lot from "Ajker Patrika", which will be helpful in 

enhancing my journalistic knowledge. 

My expectations and experiences from "Ajker Patrika" are similar. Because they 

gave me a chance to prove myself, sent me on different assignments. In a short period 

of time, I gained a lot of confidence from there. My supervisor always tried to 

challenge me. During that time, I learned how to work under pressure. 
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4.3 Skills developed during my internship 

During my internship period I enhanced my skills in various subjects. These are: 

 

• Challenges and obstacles of mobile journalism (MOJO) in sports journalism 

have been overcome. 

 

• Ideas about camera angles are developed 

 

• Fast typing 

 

• Developing presentation skills 

 

• An understanding of how to use digital media for a news story is also 

developed 
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4.4 How this experience will help me in my future career 

 

Internship is the proses relate the theoretical knowledge to the field and sharpen the 

knowledge which has already been acquired. I learned a lot in "Ajker Patrika" which 

was not very similar to my university curriculum. But now my practical knowledge 

of how to make good report/news has improved.  

So, when I apply for a job, I am hopeful that I will be able to apply this knowledge 

I have gained and not have to look for a job. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

CONCLUSION 
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5.1 SWOT Analysis 

 

SWOT analysis is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 

Threats. SWOT analysis is the process of describing very briefly the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats of an individual or an organization. 

Below is the SWOT analysis of Ajker Patrika: - 
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5.2 Recommendations 

 

It's really hard for me to make a recommendation. But I would like to give few 

recommendations to my multimedia department and Ajker Patrika. An internship of 

only three months is a very short period of time, here are the inconsistencies I found 

in this short period: - 

• A full-fledged reporter is required for City Round in the multimedia team. 

• A camera person is essential with a sports reporter. 

• Apart from increasing the video editing panel, manpower should also be 

increased in video editing. 

• Also, multimedia segmentation should be arranged on a larger scale. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

The career path itself is primarily termed as an internship. There is an opportunity 

to do an internship here, one does not have to fear losing the job, because it is a 

learning phase and everyone is there to help During this period one can make as 

many mistakes and questions as possible and one does not face any obstacles in 

working life. It would not be wrong to compare an internship to a baby stage that 

has just started talking. They keep asking until their curiosity is satisfied. But one 

thing to keep in mind is that relevant questions should be asked. 

I learned a lot about the news while interning at Ajker Patrika. Be serious about 

punctuality, and professionalism. I will always try to remember these qualities they 

will lead me to a prosperous future. 

I am very proud that I am completing my graduation with this internship report from 

a respected institution, Daffodil International University. Finally, I would like to 

thank all my teachers of Journalism, Media and Communication Department. Also, 

I would like to thank my colleagues and my supervisor sir, the institution that helped 

me during my apprenticeship. 
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Exclusive interview with former cricketer and freedom fighter Rakibul Hasan 

 

 
Exclusive interview with cricketer Mohammad Ashraful 
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PTC time at Mirpur Sher-e Bangla Cricket Stadium 

 

 
PTC on the falling price of Beef 
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Live talk show with former cricketer and cricket analyst Tushar Imran 

 

 
Live talk show with former cricketer and cricket analyst Tushar Imran during the 2023 

Cricket World Cup 
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In the presentation program during the 2023 Cricket World Cup 
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Cricketer Mohammad Saifuddin's bait collection time 

 

 
While connected live from Sher-e-Bangla Cricket Stadium, Mirpur 
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Ajker Patrika Head of Sports Rana Abbas was present while connected live 

 

 
Rana Abbas, the Head of Sports of Ajker Patrika, was with me live inside the office 
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Live for audience reaction after Bangladesh team's loss to New Zealand 

 

 
As part of the trophy tour, the World Cup trophy went to the Padma Bridge while it was 

live there 
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I was hearing the story of a fan who got a jersey from New Zealand player Jamieson 

 

 
BPL Player Draft is live 

 

 


